Effect of timing of morphine administration during remifentanil-based anaesthesia on early recovery from anaesthesia and postoperative pain
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Background. Since the time to peak analgesic effect of intravenous morphine can be longer than 40–60 min in volunteers, the goal of this study was to evaluate the effect of the timing of intraoperative morphine administration on early postoperative pain.

Methods. A total of 120 adult patients undergoing laparoscopic cholecystectomy were studied. Anaesthesia was induced with remifentanil and etomidate and maintained with remifentanil and sevoflurane/nitrous oxide. Morphine 150 μg kg⁻¹ was given randomly at three different times during surgery, and a fourth group received placebo. Times to eyes opening and extubation were measured, and pain was evaluated in the post-anaesthesia care unit (PACU) using a visual analogue scale (VAS). Morphine 2–3 mg was given when the VAS score was >50 mm. The four groups were, according to the time elapsed from morphine administration to the end of surgery, group 1 (n=30): placebo; group 2 (n=33): <20 min; group 3 (n=30): 20–40 min; group 4 (n=27): >40 min.

Results. Recovery from anaesthesia and pain scores were similar in all groups. However, mean (sd) morphine consumption was 5.7 (4.7) mg in group 1, 4.4 (4.2) mg in group 2, 4.7 (4.7) mg in group 3, and 2.2 (4.0) mg in group 4 (P<0.05, group 1 vs 4). Morphine was required in only 38% of patients in group 4 compared with 83%, 67% and 69% in groups 1, 2, and 3, respectively (P<0.01, group 1 vs 4).

Conclusions. The timing of intraoperative morphine administration did not affect the early recovery from anaesthesia. However, the reduction in the number of patients requiring morphine in the PACU when morphine had been given more than 40 min before the end of surgery supports this practice, rather than administration closer to the end of surgery.
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The pharmacokinetic characteristics of remifentanil, particularly the short context-sensitive half-time, allow anaesthetic techniques based on high plasma concentrations of this opioid, with fast recovery at the cessation of its infusion. However, this characteristic can, in turn, become a disadvantage at the end of anaesthesia as the rapid offset of the effects of remifentanil can result in early and severe postoperative pain if the analgesic regimen has not started during surgery. Different schemes for postoperative pain management have been proposed, including the continuation of remifentanil infusion, regional or local blocks and the administration of longer-acting opioids during surgery. When using this last approach, a common practice is to administer morphine 20–30 min before the end of surgery. However, experimental evidence in humans shows that the time to peak analgesic effect of this drug can be longer than 40 min. Thus, there may be insufficient time for morphine to reach the maximum analgesic activity before the effect of remifentanil disappears. In addition, if morphine is given close to the end of surgery, its sedative effects might delay recovery from anaesthesia; this potential adverse effect has not been studied.

In this study, we have evaluated the effect of the timing of intraoperative morphine administration on the early recovery from anaesthesia.
recovery from anaesthesia and on pain scores and morphine consumption after laparoscopic cholecystectomy under remifentanil-based anaesthesia in adults.

Materials and methods
After obtaining Institutional Ethics Committee approval and informed consent, 120 unpremedicated patients, aged 20–60 yr, ASA I or II, scheduled for elective laparoscopic cholecystectomy under general anaesthesia were studied. Exclusion criteria included chronic or acute (within the last 48 h) intake of any sedative or analgesic drug, and any known adverse reaction to the study drugs.

In the operating room, routine monitoring of arterial pressure, electrocardiogram, and pulse oximetry was initiated. Remifentanil was started at 0.3 μg kg⁻¹ min⁻¹ and patients were preoxygenated with 100% oxygen. After 5 min the remifentanil infusion was increased to 0.5 μg kg⁻¹ min⁻¹ and rocuronium 0.4–0.6 mg kg⁻¹, and patient’s lungs were ventilated mechanically to maintain the end-tidal CO₂ at 4.0±4.7 kPa. Maintenance of anaesthesia was by the time to extubation (time from T₀ to extubation) and time to eyes opening (time from T₀ to spontaneous eye opening). In the post-anaesthesia care unit (PACU) patients breathed room air. Evaluations included spontaneous eye opening). In the post-anaesthesia care unit (PACU) patients breathed room air. Evaluations included
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Indices of early recovery from anaesthesia were similar in the four groups (Table 2). In the PACU, one patient in group

Data analysis
From our experience and previous studies, more than two-thirds of patients undergoing this or similar surgery under remifentanil-based anaesthesia plus intraoperative morphine require additional morphine in the PACU. Power analysis was calculated to find as statistically significant a reduction from 70% to 35% in patients requiring morphine with α=0.05 and β=0.20, resulting in a sample size of 29 patients per group. Because of the usual variability in the duration of surgery, four groups were defined according to the time elapsed from morphine administration to the end of surgery: group 1 (n=30) control or placebo; group 2 (n=33) 20–40 min; group 3 (n=30) 20–40 min; group 4 (n=27) >40 min. Statistical analysis was with one-way ANOVA for general data, times for evaluation of recovery from anaesthesia and amount of morphine administered in the PACU. Pain scores were analysed with two-way ANOVA. Continuous variables with non-normal distribution (times to reach a given degree of sedation and to the first dose of morphine in the PACU) were analysed using the Kruskal–Wallis test. The number of patients requiring morphine, incidence of hypoxaemia, and postoperative emesis were analysed with the chi-squared test. Bonferroni’s correction was used for multiple comparisons. P<0.05 was considered significant. Generation of the table of random numbers and all calculations were performed with StatView SE+Graphics v1.04 (Abacus Concepts, Inc., CA, USA). Values are mean (SD) unless otherwise stated.

Results
There were no significant differences between groups in patient characteristics, duration of surgery or anaesthesia, and mean infusion rate of remifentanil (Table 1). Time from morphine injection to the end of surgery was 8.0 (4.2) min in group 2, 30.4 (5.3) min in group 3, and 60.3 (16.7) min in group 4 (P<0.0001). Approximately one-third of patients in each group required neostigmine at the end of surgery.

Indices of early recovery from anaesthesia were similar in the four groups (Table 2). In the PACU, one patient in group
3 and one in group 4 were lost from follow up. No patient arrived at the PACU with a sedation grade of 3 or more, and median time (range) to reach grade 0 was: 0 (0±60) min in group 1, 30 (0±150) min in group 2, 0 (0±120) min in group 3 and 0 (0±120) in group 4 (not significant). Four patients in groups 1 and 2 and one patient in group 3 were sent to the ward with a sedation grade of 1.

No significant differences were found in pain scores either at rest or on coughing (Figs 1 and 2). Median times (range) to morphine administration were 0 (0±60) min in group 1, 0 (0±45) min in group 2, 0 (0±45) min in group 3, and 30 (0±60) in group 4 (not significant). Mean morphine consumption was 5.7 (4.7) mg in group 1, 4.4 (4.2) mg in group 2, 4.7 (4.7) mg in group 3, and 2.2 (4.0) mg in group 4 (P<0.05 with one-way ANOVA; P<0.05 group 1 vs group 4 with unpaired Student’s t test and Bonferroni’s correction). Morphine was required in 83% of patients in group 1, 67% in group 2, 69% in group 3, and 38% in group 4 (P<0.01 with all groups and for group 1 vs group 4).

Hypoxaemia occurred in 7% of patients in group 1, 15% in group 2, 24% in group 3, and 0% in group 4 (P<0.05). All episodes were successfully treated with 40% oxygen by mask. No patient had a ventilatory frequency <12 bpm.

The incidence of postoperative emesis (95% confidence interval) was 47% (29–65%) in group 1, 73% (58–88%) in group 2, 66% (49–83%) in group 3, and 62% (44–80%) in group 4 (not significant).

Mean time to discharge to the ward was: 111 (28) min in group 1, 117 (30) min in group 2, 120 (47) min in group 3, and 110 (31) in group 4 (not significant).

**Discussion**

The main findings of this study are that, during remifentanil-based anaesthesia, the timing of intraoperative morphine administration does not significantly affect early recovery.
from anaesthesia. However, only the administration of morphine more than 40 min before the end of surgery resulted in fewer patients requiring morphine in the PACU compared with the placebo group.

The rapid offset of action of remifentanil on discontinuation of infusion has resulted in new challenges in postoperative pain management, especially when this opioid is the main analgesic component for major surgery.\(^2\) Basically, two strategies are used to deal with this problem: either the intraoperative analgesic infusion (i.e. remifentanil) is continued at a reduced rate in the postoperative period\(^3\)\(^10\)\(^11\) or the postoperative analgesic regimen is started during surgery.\(^5\) Although postoperative remifentanil infusion can be effective for pain management, the high incidence of respiratory depression,\(^10\) need for close monitoring by an anaesthetist,\(^3\)\(^11\) requirements of additional equipment for infusion in the PACU, and the fact that this technique can only postpone the initiation of definitive pain management, thus leading to longer stays in the PACU,\(^3\) have resulted in a more widespread use of the second approach, including regional blocks and intraoperative opioid administration.\(^3\)\(^7\)

Morphine is one of the most commonly used drugs for pain control after surgery under remifentanil-based anaesthesia, and in most studies that start its administration intraoperatively, morphine is given 20–30 min before the anticipated end of surgery.\(^3\)\(^7\) Since evidence from human volunteers suggests that the time to maximal analgesic activity of morphine can be longer than 40 min,\(^8\)\(^9\) this study aimed to evaluate whether the timing of intraoperative morphine administration, in particular its administration more than 40 min before the end of surgery, can result in better early postoperative pain control. We found that the only group showing a reduced morphine consumption compared with patients given placebo was the group that received morphine more than 40 min before the end of surgery. In addition, only 38% of patients in this group required morphine, compared with two-thirds in groups 2 and 3, and more than 80% in the control group. Although pain scores were similar between groups, in groups 1–3 this was at the cost of aggressive initial pain management and more time spent by nurses administering morphine. In addition, with this protocol, every patient who received morphine represents a patient with moderate to severe pain. Thus, we believe that the 50% reduction in the number of patients requiring morphine in the PACU in group 4 is clinically useful. However, more studies are needed to evaluate whether these results last beyond the early postoperative period and improve outcome.

While a better matching between the time of morphine administration and its peak analgesic effect at the moment of arrival at the PACU in group 4 could explain our results, a pre-emptive analgesic effect of morphine in these patients is theoretically possible. Although the clinical effectiveness of pre-emptive analgesia is controversial,\(^12\)\(^13\) i.v. morphine administered at induction of anaesthesia reduced the morphine consumption within the first 24 h after hysterectomy compared with patients who received morphine at closure of the peritoneum.\(^14\) Classical pre-emptive interventions start the analgesic regimen before the surgical incision,\(^12\)\(^13\) and our patients in group 4 received morphine at the moment of the Verres needle insertion. However, if the analgesic drug is administered before high-intensity noxious stimulation that occurs later in the surgery, a pre-emptive analgesic effect is still possible.\(^13\) Although the possibility of a pre-emptive effect of morphine given during the administration of clinically useful infusion rates of remifentanil can be low, strictly speaking it cannot be ruled out on the basis of the results of this study.

In addition to a submaximal analgesic effect when morphine is administered close to the end of surgery, some adverse effects, such as sedation, might be more marked. However, we found no differences in any of the indices of early recovery from anaesthesia or degree of sedation in the PACU. It is possible that morphine 0.15 mg kg\(^-1\) does not produce sufficient sedation to significantly prolong recovery of anaesthesia as evaluated in this study. In agreement with this possibility, Katoh and Kimura found that morphine 0.1 mg kg\(^-1\) does not affect the concentration of sevoflurane at awakening.\(^15\) Hypoxaemia (\(S\text{PO}_2<90\%\)) occurred in no patient in group 4 compared with 15% and 24% of patients in groups 2 and 3, respectively. All these episodes occurred while patients were breathing room air; no case was associated with a ventilatory frequency lower than 12 bpm, and all responded to 40% oxygen by mask. This incidence of hypoxaemia appears similar to that reported by others. Fletcher and colleagues found that respiratory side-effects (defined as apnoea, hypoxia, or respiratory depression requiring naloxone or mechanical ventilation) occurred in 2% and 8% of patients receiving morphine 0.15 and 0.25 mg kg\(^-1\), respectively, 30 min before the end of surgery.\(^7\) The study by Albrecht and colleagues found that one out of 20 patients given morphine 15 mg had transient hypoxaemia that resolved spontaneously,\(^7\) and Yarmush and colleagues found that no patient given morphine 0.15 mg kg\(^-1\) showed a ventilatory frequency <8 bpm.\(^3\) While comparisons between these studies are not possible because of the different definitions of respiratory depression, it seems that severe postoperative respiratory depression is not frequent with the dose of morphine utilized in our study, especially when morphine is given more than 40 min before the end of surgery.

Overall, two-thirds of patients receiving intraoperative morphine complained of postoperative nausea and vomiting in the PACU, possibly secondary to the combination of etomidate, remifentanil and morphine. A possible relationship between morphine given in the PACU and episodes of emesis and hypoxaemia was not confirmed by a post hoc analysis.

In conclusion, in adults undergoing laparoscopic cholecystectomy under a remifentanil-based anaesthesia, intra-
operative administration of morphine for postoperative pain management does not prolong early recovery from anaesthesia. However, administration of morphine more than 40 min before the end of surgery has the advantage of reducing by almost 50% the number of patients requiring a second dose in the PACU compared with those who received morphine closer to the end of surgery.
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